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STATEMENT OF GROUNDS FOR SEEKING REVIEW OF ISSUE NOT
PRESERVED IN TRIAL COURT

A certain number of crimes (perjury, bribery, obstruction of justice, witness
tampering, and subornation of perjury included) constitute crimes against the judicial
system. These crimes directly attack the system of justice at its roots by obstructing the
process by which justice is carried through. For this reason, all are crimes of
precedence. All of these crimes run the danger, if not properly dealt with, of setting a
precedent of great damage to the judicial system itself. It is here we find the truth
behind the argument that if a person is allowed to commit perjury without receiving
punishment, such a precedent will be established in which perjury may no longer hold
ground as a crime in court. Such a precedent would obviously be catastrophic to a
system which relies on truthful testimony.

1

Constitutional Provisions

The 6 Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America states:

"In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public
trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district where in the crime shall have been
committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be
informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the
witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor,
and to have the Assistance of Counsel for his defense/'

How can the 6th Amendment to the Constitution be upheld if the jury or the courts in
this case have been manipulated by Valerie J. Connell's perjurled testimony. If Valerie J.
Connell had indeed testified the truth to the court this case npt having ended May 7
2002.

Both the Federal and State government have enacted laws to protect all parties from
these those who would commit perjury. The state of Utah takes perjury so seriously that
it classifies perjury as a second degree felony, it is punishable by up to 15 years in prison
and up to a $ 10,000.00 fine.

2

STATEMENT OF FACTS

1) Valerie J. Connell is guilty of many counts of perjury in her opening Notarized and
signed affidavit court dated May 6th 2002 Supplemental Affidavit in the Support
Order to Show Cause (Exhibit 1)
a. (Exhibit 1, page 2, Section 3, 2nd line) "After accepting the position,
Respondent refused to get a second job and claimed that I was my
responsibility to make up the difference through obtaining a part-time job
or through selling Cintas stock, which had been given to me by my uncle/'
i. The decision to leave Novell was a joint decision that was made
after careful consideration of the stability of Novell due to the ever
increasing number of layoffs and the number of hours that I was
working kept increasing. The decision to leave employment with
Novell and go to work for the CPB hinged on four things, the CPB
was sable, had never had a layoff, had retirement and a family
friendly environment,
ii. The decision to sell the Cintas stock was her choice, and was made
when the stock reached a very high level. It was sold, and Harold
Connell did not ever touch the proceeds from the sale. Nor direct
the spending of the funds. This will be proven true after this life is
over.
3

2) (Exhibit 1, page 2, Section 4, line 7) "Respondent did not live with the family
during the final two months of the year, and I did not have access to his income
during those two months"
i. There were at that time 3 UCCU accounts all tied together Valerie
removed herself from the 517393 account on December 6th 2001
(see Exhibit 2) She had access to that account till December 6th.
ii. Valerie had access to UCCU account 1066234 till March 4 th 2002
which had a credit card with a $5,000.00 limit and was tied to the
initial account(see Exhibit 3).
iii. Valerie Still has access to the third accouht there it was the business
account. Valerie never removed her namk from the account,
iv. If Harold Connell had her to remove her name from the account as
stated in the trial he would have had her remove her name from all
of them at the same time. Valerie trying to make Harold look bad
did this of her own accord and falsely stated that she did not have
access to his income during those two months,
v. Harold did stay at the house for a period of time in Late November
due to his truck braking down (Exhibit 1, f)age6, linelO) "I allowed
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him to stay at the house (in the family room in the basement) on
several occations"
3) (Exhibit 1, page 2 and 3, Section 5) Deals with the tax refund Valerie claims the
only reason that we filed together was for me wanting to avoid the tax liability
form the sale of the Cintas stock.
a. We looked at the taxes and determined we could get the best refund from
filing jointly so we did it was a joint decision and we did indeed split the
tax refund as we did for 2002. The refund was split without the court order
and it was so that both parties could be partakers in the refund even know
Valerie did not work in 2002. 2003 tax return was a different story Valerie
started working and claimed all of the exemptions. This then prompted
the courts to inhibit us from filing taxes in 2004 till the courts determined
the exemptions.
4) (Exhibit 1, page 5, Section 12, lines 1-5) There was only one incident that took
place by Harold not multiple events. There was no "mutual masturbation" there
was no fondling. Forgive me for subjecting you to this.
a. Valerie was away on a training trip, her daughter Heather, she was 4 at the
time, and I where alone in our home and I went to put her to bed. Heather
stated that she was scared and asked if she could sleep in my bed with me.
This was not an unusual request; Heather often was scared and would ask
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or just crawl into bed between me and Valerie. So I said sure. During the
night after I had fallen asleep I thought I was dreaming or that Valerie was
in bed with me. Someone was masturbating me, it wasn't till my testicles
where squeezed a little hard that I realized I wasn't dreaming and that
Valerie was on her trip. I grabbed Heather's hand, stopped her from
continuing, squeezed her hand hard, told her she was never to do that
again and she was never allowed into my bed again. I made her go out of
my room and go back to her room. Valerie admitted to Harold about 4 to 5
years after that incident that a few months before Valerie and I had
started to date. That Valerie had been investigated by Virginia's child
protective services for sexually abusing Heather. Then it made sense how a
4 year old girl knew how to do what Heather did to Harold.
b. Heather frequently wet the bed so Valerie told me that I was to take to the
restroom before I retired for the night this I had been doing prior to this
incident. After Valerie got back into town I told her of the incident and
that I didn't want to take her to the restroom anymore. Valerie said
something to the effect of "you are a father now and this is your
responsibility to do this, be a man do it".
c. There was an incident that took place some years later that I was involved
with, even know it was a serious heinous offense, Heather was unaware
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that it even took place till Valerie had informed her of it after October of
2001.
5) (Exhibit 1, page 6, section 12, line 8) "Respondent has not had unsupervised
visitation since being asked to leave the home." See Exhibits 4-7
a. Is a blatant perjured statement, Valerie herself in the Protective hearing
case number 064401019 at the record point 1:03, (I'm sorry I can't afford
to have that proceeding converted into a certified document) when Harold
brought up before the courts that Valerie had indeed allowed him to take
the children to the movie Monsters Inc. and to other outings Valerie
admitted to this fact by stating "well that was prior to the supervised
visitation".
i. In fact Valerie through her actions has proven that there is no
concern with the other children in this matter.
1. Valerie has allowed an unsupervised campout in the living
room with the children, this within a month's time after she
had been made aware of Harold's offense.
2. Valerie let Harold put the children to bed and stay in the
bedroom of the second to youngest girl and hold her hand
till she fell asleep unsupervised.

3. Valerie let Harold watch movies with the children
unattended in the basement of the home.
4. Valerie allowed Harold to take the second to youngest girl
unsupervised to Costco (from about 1600 north in Orem to
8th south in Orem) to purchase milk for the family in
December of 2001.
5. Valerie allowed Harold to take all of the children to Monsters
Inc in January of 2002.
6. After the Supervised visitation was in place Valerie let Harold
take Meaghan, Spencer, Cameron and Cassidy to the Home
Depot and Lowes in Orem.
7. Valerie was Harold's first supervisor and she would leave him
alone for hours while he played with the children.
8. Valerie had Spencer and Cameron come out unsupervised
and work with me under the RV while I worked on the
transmission.
9. When Spencer had an activity Valerie left Harold and
Meaghan and Cameron at the home alone for a period of
time while she took Spencer to his activity

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Had Valerie J. Connell not perjured her May 6th 2002 Supplemental Affidavit in the
Support Order to Show Cause, the entire proceeding would have been over May 7th
2002. Harold Connell would have Joint Custody and would have standard visitation
under Utah Code Title 30, Chapter 3, Section 35. The District Court's ruling should be
overturned.

ARGUMENT

Here again a certain number of crimes (perjury, bribery, obstruction of justice, witness
tampering, and subornation of perjury included) constitute crimes against the judicial
system. These crimes directly attack the system of justice at its roots by obstructing the
process by which justice is carried through. For this reason, all are crimes of
precedence. All of these crimes run the danger, if not properly dealt with, of setting a
precedent of great damage to the judicial system itself. It is here we find the truth
behind the argument that if a person is allowed to commit perjury without receiving
punishment, such a precedent will be established in which perjury may no longer hold
ground as a crime in court. Such a precedent would obviously be catastrophic to a
system which relies on truthful testimony. Valerie J. Connell needs to be held
accountable for her perjured testimony.
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CONCLUTION

You now have the opportunity to enforce the Utah law concerning perjury and to send a
message to others like Valerie J. Connell.

Perjury is a crime and as such, is grounds for overturning all of the District Court's ruling.
Because of the hardships caused by this Valerie J. Connell should be fined and have the
fine deemed Maintenance and Support of $450,000.00.1 leave to the courts to adjust
this figure as they deem fit. I only ask that you take into consideration what your
relationship with your children is worth, what Seven plus years of your life is worth,
what your financial reputation is worth and your personal belongings and adjust it
accordingly.

I also ask for sole custody of the children or at least joint custody, starting immediately
and unsupervised. Please note (Exhibit 8 page 3 of 11 line 27 letter and
Recommendation from Clinical Psychologist CY Roby PHD) On September 21, 2004 Dr.
CY Roby recommended to the District Court's that Harold be allowed unsupervised
visitation.

Thank you.

10

>th

Dated this 13™ day of October, 2009

Harold G. Connell Jr
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I do hereby certify that on this 13th day of October, 2009,1 caused to be served, via
first-class U.S. mail, postage prepaid, a true and correct copy 6f Brief of Appellee Harold
G. Connell Jr.. Addressed as follows:

Clark R. Nielsen

Kathryn J. Steffey

Smith Hartvigsen, PLLC

215 South State Street, Suit 600

Salt Lake City, Ut. 84111
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Utah Code

Title 30 Husband and Wife
Chapter 3 Divorce
Section 35 Minimum schedule for parent-time for children 5 to 18 years of age.

30-3-35. Minimum schedule for parent-time for children 5 to 18 years of age.
(1) The parent-time schedule in this section applies to children 5 to 18 years of age.
(2) If the parties do not agree to a parent-time schedule, the following schedule shall be considered
the minimum parent-time to which the noncustodial parent and the child shall be entitled.
(a) (i) (A) One weekday evening to be specified by the noncustodial parent or the court, or
Wednesday evening if not specified, from 5:30 p.m. until 8:30 p.m.;
(B) at the election of the noncustodial parent, one weekday from the time the child's school is
regularly dismissed until 8:30 p.m., unless the court directs the application of Subsection (2)(a)(i); or
(C) at the election of the noncustodial parent, if school is not in session, one weekday from
approximately 9 a.m., accommodating the custodial parent's work schedule, until 8:30 p.m. if the
noncustodial parent is available to be with the child, unless the court directs the application of
Subsection (2)(a)(i)(A) or (2)(a)(i)(B).
(ii) Once the election of the weekday for the weekday evening parent-time is made, it may not be
changed except by mutual written agreement or court order.
(b) (i) (A) Alternating weekends beginning on the first weekend after the entry of the decree from 6
p.m. on Friday until 7 p.m. on Sunday continuing each year;
(B) at the election of the noncustodial parent, from the time the child's school is regularly dismissed
on Friday until 7 p.m. on Sunday, unless the court directs the application of Subsection (2)(b)(i)(A); or
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(C) at the election of the noncustodial parent, if school is not in session, on Friday from approximately
9 a.m., accommodating the custodial parent's work schedule, until 7 p.mi on Sunday, if the noncustodial
parent is available to be with the child unless the court directs the application of Subsection (2)(b)(i)(A)
or(2)(b)(i)(B).
(ii) A step-parent, grandparent, or other responsible adult designated by the noncustodial parent,
may pick up the child if the custodial parent is aware of the identity of thfe individual, and the parent will
be with the child by 7 p.m.
(iii) Elections should be made by the noncustodial parent at the time df entry of the divorce decree or
court order, and may be changed by mutual agreement, court order, or by the noncustodial parent in
the event of a change in the child's schedule.
(iv) Weekends include any "snow" days, teacher development days, or other days when school is not
scheduled and which are contiguous to the weekend period.
(c) Holidays include any "snow" days, teacher development days, or other days when school is not
scheduled, contiguous to the holiday period, and take precedence over the weekend parent-time.
Changes may not be made to the regular rotation of the alternating weekend parent-time schedule;
however, birthdays take precedence over holidays and extended parent-time, except Mother's Day and
Father's Day; birthdays do not take precedence over uninterrupted parent-time if the parent exercising
uninterrupted time takes the child away from that parent's residence for the uninterrupted extended
parent-time.
(d) If a holiday falls on a regularly scheduled school day, the noncustodial parent shall be responsible
for the child's attendance at school for that school day.
(e) (i) If a holiday falls on a weekend or on a Friday or Monday and the total holiday period extends
beyond that time so that the child is free from school and the parent is frfee from work, the noncustodial
parent shall be entitled to this lengthier holiday period.
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(ii) (A) At the election of the noncustodial parent, parent-time over a scheduled holiday weekend
may begin from the time the child's school is regularly dismissed at the beginning of the holiday
weekend until 7 p.m. on the last day of the holiday weekend; or
(B) at the election of the noncustodial parent, if school is not in session, parent-time over a scheduled
holiday weekend may begin at approximately 9 a.m., accommodating the custodial parent's work
schedule, the first day of the holiday weekend until 7 p.m. on the last day of the holiday weekend, if the
noncustodial parent is available to be with the child unless the court directs the application of
Subsection (2)(e)(ii)(A).
(iii) A step-parent, grandparent, or other responsible individual designated by the noncustodial
parent, may pick up the child if the custodial parent is aware of the identity of the individual, and the
parent will be with the child by 7 p.m.
(iv) Elections should be made by the noncustodial parent at the time of the divorce decree or court
order, and may be changed by mutual agreement, court order, or by the noncustodial parent in the
event of a change in the child's schedule.
(f) In years ending in an odd number, the noncustodial parent is entitled to the following holidays:
(i) child's birthday on the day before or after the actual birthdate beginning at 3 p.m. until 9 p.m.; at
the discretion of the noncustodial parent, he may take other siblings along for the birthday;
(ii) Martin Luther King, Jr. beginning 6 p.m. on Friday until Monday at 7 p.m. unless the holiday
extends for a lengthier period of time to which the noncustodial parent is completely entitled;
(iii) spring break beginning at 6 p.m. on the day school lets out for the holiday until 7 p.m. on the
Sunday before school resumes;
(iv) July 4 beginning 6 p.m. the day before the holiday until 11 p.m. or no later than 6 p.m. on the day
following the holiday, at the option of the parent exercising the holiday;
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(v) Labor Day beginning 6 p.m. on Friday until Monday at 7 p.m., unless the holiday extends for a
lengthier period of time to which the noncustodial parent is completely Entitled;
(vi) the fall school break, if applicable, commonly known as U.E.A. weekend beginning at 6 p.m. on
Wednesday until Sunday at 7 p.m. unless the holiday extends for a lengthier period of time to which the
noncustodial parent is completely entitled;
(vii) Veteran's Day holiday beginning 6 p.m. the day before the holiday until 7 p.m. on the holiday;
and
(viii) the first portion of the Christmas school vacation as defined in Subsection 30-3-32(3)(b)
including Christmas Eve and Christmas Day until 1 p.m. on the day halfway through the holiday, if there
are an odd number of days for the holiday period, or until 7 p.m. if there ^re an even number of days for
the holiday period, so long as the entire holiday is equally divided.
(g) In years ending in an even number, the noncustodial parent is entitled to the following holidays:
(i) child's birthday on actual birthdate beginning at 3 p.m. until 9 p.m.; at the discretion of the
noncustodial parent, he may take other siblings along for the birthday;
(ii) President's Day beginning at 6 p.m. on Friday until 7 p.m. on Monday unless the holiday extends
for a lengthier period of time to which the noncustodial parent is completely entitled;

(iii) Memorial Day beginning at 6 p.m. on Friday until Monday at 7 p.rr^, unless the holiday extends
for a lengthier period of time to which the noncustodial parent is completiely entitled;
(iv) July 24 beginning at 6 p.m. on the day before the holiday until 11 p t m. or no later than 6 p.m. on
the day following the holiday, at the option of the parent exercising the holiday;
(v) Columbus Day beginning at 6 p.m. the day before the holiday until t p.m. on the holiday;
(vi) Halloween on October 31 or the day Halloween is traditionally celebrated in the local community
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from after school until 9 p.m. if on a school day, or from 4 p.m. until 9 p.m.;
(vii) Thanksgiving holiday beginning Wednesday at 7 p.m. until Sunday at 7 p.m.; and
(viii) the second portion of the Christmas school vacation as defined in Subsection 30-3-32(3)(b),
beginning 1 p.m. on the day halfway through the holiday, if there are an odd number of days for the
holiday period, or at 7 p.m. if there are an even number of days for the holiday period, so long as the
entire Christmas holiday is equally divided.
(h) The custodial parent is entitled to the odd year holidays in even years and the even year holidays
in odd years.
(i) Father's Day shall be spent with the natural or adoptive father every year beginning at 9 a.m. until
7 p.m. on the holiday.
(j) Mother's Day shall be spent with the natural or adoptive mother every year beginning at 9 a.m.
until 7 p.m. on the holiday.
(k) Extended parent-time with the noncustodial parent may be:
(i) up to four weeks consecutive at the option of the noncustodial parent, including weekends
normally exercised by the noncustodial parent, but not holidays;
(ii) two weeks shall be uninterrupted time for the noncustodial parent; and
(iii) the remaining two weeks shall be subject to parent-time for the custodial parent for weekday
parent-time but not weekends, except for a holiday to be exercised by the other parent.
(I) The custodial parent shall have an identical two-week period of uninterrupted time during the
children's summer vacation from school for purposes of vacation.
(m) Both parents shall provide notification of extended parent-time or vacation weeks with the child
at least 30 days in advance to the other parent and if notification is not provided timely the complying
parent may determine the schedule for extended parent-time for the noncomplying parent.
(n) Telephone contact shall be at reasonable hours and for a reasonable duration.
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(o) Virtual parent-time, if the equipment is reasonably available and the parents reside at least 100
miles apart, shall be at reasonable hours and for reasonable duration, provided that if the parties cannot
agree on whether the equipment is reasonably available, the court shall ctlecide whether the equipment
for virtual parent-time is reasonably available, taking into consideration:
(i) the best interests of the child;
(ii) each parent's ability to handle any additional expenses for virtual parent-time; and
(iii) any other factors the court considers material.
(3) Any elections required to be made in accordance with this section by either parent concerning
parent-time shall be made a part of the decree and made a part of the parent-time order.
(4) Notwithstanding Subsection (2)(e)(i), the Halloween holiday may not be extended beyond the
hours designated in Subsection (2)(g)(vi).
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Felonies
A felony is a major crime which can be punished with imprisonment and/or a fine. There are four
categories of felonies.
•
•
•

•

Capital Offense: Aggravated murder.
First Degree: Murder, rape, child kidnapping, aggravated burglary, aggravated robbery or
arson, and possession with intent to distribute controlled substances near a school.
Second Degree: Manslaughter, robbery, residential burglary, kidnapping, perjury, auto theft,
forgery of checks $5,000 or more, theft of property $5,000 or more, forcible sexual abuse, and
intentional child abuse.
Third Degree: Burglary of non-dwelling, theft more than $1,000 but less than $5,000,
aggravated assault, forgery of checks more than $1,000 but under $5,000, third DUI in 10
years, joyriding (for more than 24 hours), possession with intent to distribute marijuana, and
possession of other controlled substances, and false or forged prescriptions.

Degree

Possible Prison Term

Possible
Fine

Capital

Life in prison, life in prison without parole, or death

First Degree

Five years to life in prison

Up to
$10,000

Second Degree

One to 15 years in prison

Up to
$10,000

Third Degree

Zero to five years in prison

Up to
$5,000

Utah Code

Title 76 Utah Criminal Code
Chapter 3 Punishments
Section 203 Felony conviction - Indeterminate term of imprisonment.
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76-3-203. Felony conviction - Indeterminate term of imprisonment.
A person who has been convicted of a felony may be sentenced to imprisonment for an
indeterminate term as follows:
(1) In the case of a felony of the first degree, unless the statute provides otherwise, for a term of not
less than five years and which may be for life.
(2) In the case of a felony of the second degree, unless the statute provides otherwise, for a term of
not less than one year nor more than 15 years.
(3) In the case of a felony of the third degree, unless the statute provides otherwise, for a term not to
exceed five years.

Amended by Chapter 148, 2003 Genera! Session

Utah Code

Title 76 Utah Criminal Code
Chapter 3 Punishments
Section 301 Fines of persons.

76-3-301. Fines of persons.
(1) A person convicted of an offense may be sentenced to pay a fine, not exceeding:
(a) $10,000 for a felony conviction of the first degree or second degre^;
(b) $5,000 for a felony conviction of the third degree;
(c) $2,500 for a class A misdemeanor conviction;
(d) $1,000 for a class B misdemeanor conviction;
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(e) $750 for a class C misdemeanor conviction or infraction conviction; and
(f) any greater amounts specifically authorized by statute.
(2) This section does not apply to a corporation, association, partnership, government, or
governmental instrumentality.

Amended by Chapter 291, 1995 General Session
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HlEDIN
4fti DISTRICT COURT
STATE OF UTAH
UTAH COUNTY

foy 6 3 07 PH *0Z
Marilyn Moody Brown, No. 4803
Attorney for Petitioner
839 North University
Provo, Utah 84604
Telephone: (801) 356-8300

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT IN
SUPPORT OF ORDER TO SHOW
CAUSE

VALERIE J. CONNELL,
Petitioner,

Civil No.

HERALD G CONNELL, JR,

Division Nq.

Respondent.

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF UTAH

)
:ss.
)

VALERIE J. CONNELL, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows:
1. I am the Petitioner in the above-entitled matter.
2. Respondent and I are the parents of six minor children.
3. Respondent indicates that that he is earning a lower salary fhi4 year than last year, and that he
left Iris job at Novell in order to avoid lay-offs and to have shorter working hours each day.
When Respondent was in salary negotiations with the LDS Cliurch for his current job, he was
told that within one year he would be making the same salajry as he was with Novell. He

BMIZIT

'
i

promised me that he would obtain a second job for the first year to make up for the salary
decrease. After accepting the position, Respondent refused to get a second job and claimed
that it was my responsibility to make up the difference in salary, either through obtaining a
part-time job or through selling Cintas stock, which had been given to me by my uncle.
Respondent's salary was not enough to pay the monthly bills, and he did not get a second job
as he promised to do.
4. Respondent alleges that I had $31,814 in cash proceeds from the sale of the Cintas stock, and
that it was available for me to use during the year. He also claims that I did not pay the
estimated taxes on the gain from the stock. I sold the stock in July, 2001. The gross
proceeds from the sale were $31,784.98. From that arnount, $12,880.49 was immediately
deducted for transaction fees and to cover the outstanding margin loan balance of $ 12,816.44
(which was used previously to purchase Novell stock). The net proceeds from the sale of the
stock were $ 18,904.49 (See Charles Schwab statements in Exhibit 1). The proceedsfromthe
sale of the Cintas stock, while a gift to me from my uncle, were used to support the family.
Respondent did not live with the family during the final two months of the year, and I did not
have access to his income during those two months. The stock was sold while Respondent
and I were married. The tax liability from gains on the stock should be a joint liability.
5. Respondent suggests that filing jointly for 2001 (for which we were together ten months of
the year) would decrease his tax refund, and that he would be paying taxes for income he was
unable to enjoy He desires the tax benefit of filing a joint tax return without the tax liability.

A

If the parties file jointly, the income and tax liability are joint issues. The only possibility for
the removal of the stock liability is to file as "Married Filing Separately," in which all
deductions (including exemptions for children) would need tofaenegotiated. I do not desire
to negotiate for the child support amounts or timing. The children need Respondent to
support them, and this should be handled according to statuteH
6. Respondent alleges that the second mortgage on the home was| used to purchase Novell and
Twin Labs stock, and that we could sell the stock at a profit of break even. That is untrue.
The market value of the stocks (as of 5/2/02) in question is onljy $19,812.49, and the parties
paid $26,202.35 for them. The current balance on the second mortgage is $21,789.40 (See
bank statements) and, contrary to Respondent's claims, the loan was used for the following
transactions:
a. The purchase of Twin Labs stock ($13,425 on 4/2/01),
b. Refinance of the RV loan ($8,375 on 5/23/01),
c. Extra principal payment ($11.13 on 7/13/01).
The Twin Labs stock was purchased from this loan, and the proceeds from the sale of the
Twin Labs stock could go to reduce the debt, but this amount would still fall short of the
stock debt by $4,225. The RV loan is a joint debt, which needs to be divided between the
parties. The Novell stock was purchased with the proceeds from the sale of the Cintas stock,
and the Court should determine who is entitled to those funds. The proceeds from the sale of
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these stocks ($19,820 less transaction fees and capital gains taxes) would still not cover the
$21,789.40 debt
7. Respondent believes that the stocks should be sold to pay off the mortgage, but the proceeds
from the sale would still not pay off the entire amount of the debt.
8. Respondent indicates that I have earned $70,000 a year in the computer industry. While I
have been employed in the computer industry, my technical skills are four years out of date,
and I am not being considered for these positions. Further, I am not being considered for
legal positions I have applied for because I am over-qualified. I have sent out over 75
resumes in the last six months without being able to find a job.
9. Respondent suggests that I pay for half of the medical and dental insurance expenses, and I
believe that is reasonable, and that the amount should be deducted from child support.
However, Respondent should be required to pay for half of the un-reimbursed medical
expenses for the past six months, including $309.95 for medical, $246.10 for dental, and
$311.67 for orthodontic (for a total of $867.72.) He has paid $ 117 toward this debt, leaving a
debt of $750.72.
10. Respondent claims that he has monthly expenses of $2,284.00. Respondent has overstated
several of his monthly expenses, and he has deliberately incurred several monthly expenses
since the filing of the Order to Show Cause. He has falsely claimed other expenses. He has
been out of the house for over six months, and in his apartment for nearly three months. He
should be able to substantiate the monthly expenses with cancelled checks, bank records, or

receipts. He is also given a bus pass by his employer, and claims to take the bus to work
most of the time, yet claims $216 for gasoline expenses. Other questionable expenses
include grooming supplies, cleaning supplies, and clothing. The new monthly expenses he
has incurred since receiving notice of the Order to Show Cause is for phone service
connected to his apartment (he has used his cell phone as his oipily means of communication
for the past five months, yet has $110 in monthly phone expenses). Concerning falsely
claimed expenses, he claims that he pays $ 169 a month for auto insurance, yet the insurance
is deducted monthly from my bank account. I have verified with the insurance company that
he is not being charged. He has not provided any documentation for his monthly expenses,
whereas I have provided cash flow reports since January, 2000, to show that the family
expenses are ongoing and necessary (See Cash Flow exhibits).
11. Respondent believes that he should only pay alimony until I km employed. I believe the
Court should award alimony for the length of the marriage (15 years). Respondent has not
verified his expenses, and therefore cannot verify that he cannot pay more that $230 a month
in alimony.
12. Respondent alleges that there was a single incident of fondling our daughter. This is untrue.
He has admitted to molesting the oldest adopted daughter over a two year period of time, but
not all of the details have been divulged Some of the incidents he has admitted to include
fondling and mutual masturbation. In addition, he has been involved in other sexually
deviant behavior, including bestiality and pornography. He ha^ since changed his story on

some of the incidents, and retracted others. Respondent has lied to me, to ecclesiastical
leaders, to counselors, and to others. The extent of his molestation will probably never be
known. At the suggestion of several counselors, I requested that he take the IS AT psychosexual profile test to determine what kind of problems we were dealing with. Respondent
took the test in December, 2001, but refused to divulge the results of the tests until February,
2002. At that time, he admitted that he failed four of the ISAT tests. He also revealed that
the ISAT recommended that he should be in their treatment program. He claimed that the
tests were inaccurate, and he stated that he would not be entering the program. Respondent
has not had unsupervised visitation with the children since being asked to leave the home.
Prior to his taking the ISAT test, I allowed him to stay at the house (in the family room in the
basement) on several occasions. I have allowed him to visit the children at the house
frequently, and have invited him to every family activity, including birthday parties,
celebrations, and school activities. On one occasion, while we were waiting for Respondent
at a school activity, he took the opportunity to break into the house, which required police
intervention and forced the family to seek shelter elsewhere. I request that a Guardian Ad
Litem be assigned to protect the rights of the children. The children are in counseling, and I
consult with their counselor often to determine what is best for the children emotionally. I
would prefer to do the same with an independent legal counselor for the children, who could
help to determine visitation.

13. Respondent desires one of the home's computers. He has purchased a large screen television,
a DVD jukebox, a VCR, two expensive beds and other items for his apartment. 1 have
furnished him with the remainder of the furniture in his apartment. He obviously has the
resources to purchase his own computer. The computers in our home are in use, and he
would be talcing a computer from one of the children's bedtooms (the children use the
computers quite frequently).
14. Respondent asks the court for his automotive tools. He had his automotive tools in his
possession when he left the home. He placed his tool bag in thp garage on one of his visits.
He is welcome to take the tool bag for repairing his automobile. However, the carpentry and
hand tools should remain with the home, as the house is not iji good condition and needs
repairs and remodeling, which I am currently working on. He [does not need those tools in
his apartment.
DATED this 3

day of May, 2002.

VALERIE J. CONNELL

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 3
2002.

^

day of May, 2002May,

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
fWc^^T
I hereby certify that on this (p day of May, 2002,1 nsailecl a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Supplemental Affidavit in Support of Order to Show Cause , postage
prepaid, to the following:
James H Faust
Attorney at Law
5806 S 900 E
Salt Lake City UT 84121
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Credit Union
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Cpnn^ll

I, the undersigned, hereby acknowledge that I have authorized and instructed
Utah Community Credit Union (UCCU) to remove my name as joint owner
from the account number listed above and hereby agree to release, indemnify,
and hold harmless UCCU from any claims by me, my agents, assigns,
successors, personal representatives or any other party for damages arising out
of UCCU's removing said name.

\la\-er\f, ConnrJ)
Print Name

\jnJ)f!h/.A, 0*Vh-~-^..jtl.
Signature
Subscribed and sworn before me this \f> day of.
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BOX
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UTAH

84603-1900

Date

^

XV\(x.r O *2-

Main Owner Name V ^ x r o \ d G - C o n n e A l j T r .
Account Number
IOLDLDTL^^I, the undersigned, hereby acknowledge that I have authorized and instructed
Utah Community Credit Union (UCCU) to remove my name as joint owner
from the account number listed above and hereby agree to release, indemnify,
and hold harmless UCCU from any claims by me, my agents, assigns,
successors, personal representatives or any other party for damages arising out
of U C C U ' s removing said name.

Print Name
Signature
Subscribed and sworn before me this 4

day of.

SEAL
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Valerie Connell" <midget@itsnet.com>
"Harold Connell" <ConnellHG @ldschurch.org>
Fri, Dec 28, 2001 12:49 PM
RE: AT&T Phone bill

The kids would like to go see Monsters, Inc. They have not gone this week
because they were all sick. I'm thinking that you could go with them
tomorrow to the 11:45am showing (they discount heavily for the first show pf
the day).
Does that fit into your schedule?

—Original Message—
From: Harold Connell [mailto:ConnellHG@ldschurch.org]
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2001 6:47 AM
To: midget@itsnet.com
Subject: Re: AT&T Phone bill

Thank you, when would be a good time?
> » "Valerie Connell" <midget@ itsnet.com> 12/27/01 04:49PM > »
I found your AT&T telephone bill. The total amount due is $56.19. You cafi
pick it up if you would like.
VJC

This message may contain confidential information, and is intended only fdr
the use of the individual(s) to whom it is addressed.
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Valerie Connell" <midget@itsnet.com>
"Harold Connell" <ConnellHG @ ldschurch.org>
Fri, Mar 1, 2002 1:57 PM
RE: Friday Evening

Sorry, this is the first chance I've had to respond. Why don't you come
around 6pm for dinner and movie(s). I'll pick up a movie or two.
I don't think that this weekend is going to work very well. Spencer has a
HUGE project that is due on Monday. He should have been working on it for
the past few weeks, but he procrastinated and we were so busy that I did not
pay enough attention to it. We have to put the whole thing together on
Saturday. Meaghan's play is next week (she didn't realize that it was only
1 week away...she thought it was in "March"). She wants to practice the
dances with the other girls in the play. With the younger ones sick, and
with the weather turning frigid, that kind of wipes out this weekend.
Next Saturday (the 9th), Heather is going to try to come down for Meaghan's
play. Meaghan and I have a conference at UVSC on Saturday morning, but the
other children should be available all day. That seems to work better for
us; would it work OK with you?
Thanks, VJC

—Original Message—
From: Harold Connell [mailto:ConnellHG@ldschurch.org]
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2002 11:12 AM
To: midget@itsnet.com
Subject: RE: Friday Evening

Valerie thanks for being willing to work with me. what would you like for
dinner on Friday? Do you have any movies that you would like to see?

> » "Valerie Connell" <midget@itsnet.com> 02/27/02 08:31AM > »
Thank you for being willing to talk about this in a civil manner.
Cameron and Madison are having a school Olympic program on Thursday evening
at 6pm at Canyon View Jr. High (the school next to their elementary school).
I know that they would like to have you there.
I think that it would be too much trouble to move the big TV to your
apartment for the evening. If you would like, come to the house and you can
watch DVDs with the kids here.
Madison, Cassidy and Caitlyn are sick. They are on antibiotics, and have
awful coughs. I don't think that they should be outside on Saturday.
However, I believe that the older kids would love to go out and do some
outdoor activities with you (Meaghan seems to be coming down with it, but
she may not get sick). Let me check with them, and then you can plan your
activities for Saturday. If it is warm, maybe you could take them on a bike
ride or something like that.
I still have concerns about the unsupervised visitation, at least with the

£rXtff2> > §

younger 3 children. I know that this causes problems with you, but it is
for the safety and protection of everyone involved. What time does your
ward meet? The 3 older kids go to choir practice from 12:45-2:00 each
Sunday. Meaghan sometimes has BYC or Mia Maid Presidency meetings on Sunday
(I usually don't know about them until they are announced in church). I
will have her check about meetings for this Sunday. Are you willing to work
around their schedule? I could send some board games with them so that you
could play games after church, if you would like.
Let's work as far as Sunday if that is OK. Once we get this thing working,
then we can try other options. I don't have a problem with phone calls,
whenever you would like, but you will probably not reach all of the kids at
home at the same time.
Also, looking ahead, Meaghan's play will be on March 7, 8 & 9th. I don't
know the times, or which evening we will be attending, but we will keep you
posted on that.
Thank you again for trying to make this easier. I appreciate it, and I know
that the kids will enjoy the contact.
VJC
—Original Message—
From: Harold Connell [mailto:ConnellHG@ldschurch.org]
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2002 1:51 PM
To: midget@itsnet.com
Subject: RE: Friday Evening

Valerie,
I'm not trying to play games with you I want to be able to have time with
our kids.
I know that you feel that I always make you out to be the bad guy. Since m\|
prospective is skwed in my favor and yours is in your favor. I ask you to
use some interspective.
If situations where reversed, would you have wanted to be treated in the
fasion that you are currently (for the past four months) treated me? Would
you have wanted to be informed of operations (no matter how small),
reportcards, programs that the children where in science fair etc. Would yop
have wanted to be able to talk to the kids by phone often, to visit them and
do things with them? Would you have accepted what I have had to accept?
Why don't we start being civil, why don't we start doing what is best for
the kids and move forward.
Why don't you and the kids come over to my place this weekend (Friday ni^ht)
and I'll cook dinner for you guys. If you don't want to come over that is
fine. If possible, could I borrow that TV and DVD player we'll watch a movi^
and do scriptures and prayer. I'll come back up with you to the house and
unload the TV and DVD player and put the kids to bed. If possible I would
either like to stay the night or be able to come back in the morning to pick
the kids up and go do some out door activities. If you want to come you caiji
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Valerie Connell" <midget@itsnet.com>
"Harold Connell" <ConnellHG @ ldschurch.org>
Fri, Mar 8, 2002 1:02 PM
This weekend

Concerning this weekend:
Would you like to take Heather, Spencer, Cameron & Madison to Meaghan's
play tonight? It starts at 7:00, but you should probably be there by 6:45.
If that works for you, please let me know.
Madison was selected as the "Star Student of the Week" for 1st class, so I
need to help her make a poster on Saturday showing her interests, hobbies,
etc. Cameron is on antibiotics now also (he has an awful cough). Meaghan
has her play (closing night) on Saturday evening. Heather is going over to
Joe's parents' house on Saturday afternoon, and then to a party and out with
friends on Saturday evening.
If you would like to do something with the kids other than Friday night, it
will probably need to be Saturday morning. Because of the weather and their
illnesses, I would prefer that it be indoors. Let me know what you would
like to do.
Thanks, VJC

—Original Message—
From: Harold Connell [mailto:ConnellHG@ldschurch.org]
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2002 7:47 AM
To: midget@itsnet.com
Subject: Thanks

Hi ya Valerie,
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!!!!!! What a wonderful weekend.
Thanks again
Hal

This message may contain confidential information, and is intended only for
the use of the individual(s) to whom it is addressed.
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bpoena Duces Tecum as to Preferred Family Clinic

11/23/2004

618

tice of Hearing on Verified Motion for Contempt Concerning Denial of Visitation
d for Stay of Execution on Judgment

11/26/2004

620

rified Motion for Contempt Concerning Denial of Visitation and for Stay of
Bcution on Judgment

11/26/2004

633

rified Motion for Contempt Concerning Denial of Visitation and for Stay of
ecution of Judgment

11/26/2004

645

rn Answer- HAROLD CONNELL

12/01/2004

647

lutes GAL Report on Sup Visits

12/03/2004

649

jection to Commissioner's Failure to Rule, and Partial Objection to
commendation

12/10/2004

659

•jutes Telephone Conference

12/17/2004

660

idavit of Garnishee as to Continuing Garnishment (Wages)

12/23/2004

662

tice to Submit for Decision

12/23/2004

664

der on Order to Show Cause 12/2/04 hearing

01/06/2005

668

tice of Entry of Order on Order to Show Cause

01/07/2005

670

cond Request for Notice to Submit

01/21/2005

672

ling
idavit of Garnishee as to Continuing Garnishment (Wages)

02/01/2005
02/01/2005

674
676

swer to Amend Objection to Proposed Language in Petitioner's Order on Order
Show Cause, signed by the Court on October 27, 2004

02/08/2005

682

tice of Oral Arguments

02/14/2005

684

jer on Respondent's Objection to Commissioner's Ruling on 12/3/04 Hearing

03/03/2005

687

rn Answer - HAROLD CONNELL

03/07/2005

689

bpoena Duces Tecum as to CY Roby PhD served Dr Roby

03/07/2005

693

tice of Depositions

03/07/2005

697

lutes Oral Arguments

03/07/2005

698

it of Garnishment/Application Filed

03/22/2005

699

>tion in Support of Order to Show Cause

03/23/2005

702

idavit in Support of Motion to Strike Pleadings and Impose Jail and Sanctions

03/23/2005

704

rtificate of Service by Mail (Order to Show Cause; mailed to James Faust)

03/23/2005

705

rified Certificate of Service by Mail of Answers to Supplemental Interrogatories
d Request for Production (mailed to James Faust)

03/23/2005

715

r 27, 2009
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Document Title

Entry Date

Order to Show Cause Petitioners

03/24/2005

718

Certificate of Service by Mail (Order to Show Cause)

03/25/2005

719

Order on Hearing (March 7, 2005)

03/29/2005

722

Garn Answer - HAROLD CONNELL

03/29/2005

727

Garn Answer - HAROLD CONNELL

04/04/2005

729

Affidavit in Support of Request for Additional Relief

04/08/2005

732

Page Number

Notice of Filing of Petitioner's Affidavit in Support of Request for Additional Relief

04/08/2005

734

Verified Response and Opposition to Petitioner's Order to Show Cause HAROLD CONNELL

04/11/2005

764

Respondent's Affidavit in Opposition to Petitioner's Additional Relief in re: Tax
Exemptions

04/14/2005

768

Minutes Order to Show Cause

04/18/2005

770

Motion for Order to Show Cause

04/26/2005

773

Affidavit in Support of Motion for Order to Show Cause

04/26/2005

776

Motion To Bifurcate Divorce

04/28/2005

778

Respondents Affidavit In Support Of Motion To Bifurcate Divorce

04/28/2005

781

Notice Of Compliance With Court Order To Sign Releases

04/28/2005

791

Garn Answer - HAROLD CONNELL

05/05/2005

793

Affidavit in Response to Order to Show Cause

05/11/2005

812

Certification Of Fax And Mailing Of Order To Show Cause

05/11/2005

816

Order on Order to Show Cause

05/13/2005

821

Minutes Cont'd OSC

05/16/2005

823

Notice of Entry of Order on Order to Show Cause

05/19/2005

825

Answer - VALERIE CONNELL

05/26/2005

827

Financial Declaration

06/16/2005

839

Certificate Of Hand Delivery

06/23/2005

840

Garn Answer - HAROLD CONNELL

07/05/2005

842

Notice of Hearing

08/26/2005

844

Entry of Appearance by Counsel for Respondent (Theodore Weckel)
Motion to Reconsider Ruling for Bifurcated Divorce & For Recusal of
Commissioner

09/01/2005

845

09/01/2005

850

Notice of Compliance

09/06/2005

852

Notice Of Withdrawal Of Counsel

09/09/2005

854

Bifurcated Divorce Decree

09/13/2005

855

Notice Of Issues For Scheduled Hearing

09/30/2005

857

Notice Of Issues For Scheduled Hearing

10/03/2005

860

Minutes Order to Show Cause

10/07/2005

862

Appearance of Co-counsel

10/07/2005

864

Subpoena and Subpoena Duces Tecum (CY Roby PhD)

10/14/2005

870

Subpoena and Subpoena Duces Tecum Dr. CY. Roby Ph.D.

10/14/2005

876

Notice of Deposition

10/14/2005

881

Notice Of Entry Of Findings Of Fact, Conclusions Of Law and Decree Of Divorce

10/14/2005

883
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icument Title

Entry Date

Page Number

ifidrawal Of Counsel

10/14/2005

885

)of Of Service (For Subpoena And Subpoena Duces Tecum)

10/18/2005

891

)of Of Service (For Amended Subpoena And Subpoena Duces Tecum) (Isaac
)wn Served For Dr CY Brown)

10/18/2005

897

tion for Leave to Withdraw as Counsel and Request for Expedited Ruling

11/01/2005

899

tice of Cancellation of Depositions Scheduled on the 11th Day of November,
35

11/02/2005

901

lutes Order to Show Cause

11/07/2005

902

thdrawal of Counsel for Petitioner / Randy Kester

11/08/2005

904

tice of Appearance of Counsel (D. B. Thayer for Petitioner)

11/11/2005

906

tion for Pretrial Conference - TERE

11/17/2005

909

spondent's Request to Submit for Decision

12/05/2005

910

spondent's Motion to Resolve Non Economic Issues During Bankruptcy

12/12/2005

912

spondent's Notice

12/12/2005

914

Jtioner's Objection to Respondent's Motion to Resolve Non-Economic Issues
ring Bankruptcy

12/19/2005

919

spondent's Reply to Petitioner's Objection to Resolution of Non-Economic
ues

12/28/2005

932

spondent's Request to Submit for Decision

12/28/2005

934

quest for Hearing

01/03/2006

936

spondent's Notice of Hearing

01/09/2006

937

Dstitution of Counsel (K. Peterson in place of S. White for Minor Children)

02/23/2006

939

lutes Pretrial Conference

02/23/2006

940

spondent's Verified Motion to Modify Alimony, Child Support & Child Care & For
itation Sanctions

03/01/2006

949

turn of Service of Subpoena Duces Tecum

03/02/2006

950

De request completed - picked up by Valerie Connell

03/07/2006

951

jection to Subpoena Duces Tecum from Roby PHD
Litioner's Verified Objection to Respondent's Verified Motion to Modify Alimony
ild Support and for Visitation Sanctions

03/14/2006
03/20/2006

953
980

tice of Pretrial Conference

03/20/2006

983

spondent's Request to Submit for Decision Re Motion to Modify Alimony, Child
pport & Visitation

03/21/2006

985

bpoena Duces Tecum (Assessment & Psy. Assoc.)

03/24/2006

993

bpoena Duces Tecum (Dr. C.Y. Roby)

03/24/2006

1001

bpoena Duces Tecum (Will Draughon)

03/24/2006

1009

spondent's Motion to Quash Subpoenas Duces Tecum Reconsider its Prior
ling Re Lie Detector Tests & Prevent Further Depositions

04/10/2006

1017

rtificate of Service of Discovery

04/11/2006

1018

ition for Order to Show Cause

04/14/2006

1020

idavit of Petitioner in Support of Her Motion for Order to Show Cause

04/14/2006

1024

spondent's Affidavit Re Motion for Order to Show Cause

04/17/2006

1029

>tion Order to Show Cause

04/18/2006

1031
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Document Title

Entry Date

Page Number

Respondent's Affidavit Re Motion for Order to Show Cause (Amended)

04/18/2006

1037

Respondent's Certificate of Service for Motion for Order to Show Cause, Order to
Show Cause, and Respondent's Amended Affidavit

04/18/2006

1039

CD Request Completed-picked up by Harold Connell

04/20/2006

1040

Certificate of Mailing of Order to Show Cause

04/21/2006

1043

Petitioner's Opposition to Respondent's Motion to Quash Subpoenas Duces
Tecum & Reconsider Prior Ruling on Lie Detector Test & Prevent Further
Deposition

04/21/2006

1050

Respondent's Request to Submit for Decision Re Motion to Quash Subpoena
Duces Tecum & Reconsideration of Ruling for Lie Detector Data

04/24/2006

1052

Receipt of Audio Request

04/26/2006

1053

Request for Audio from Hearings Dated 5/7/02, 11/7/02, 10/2/03, 6/14/04, 6/24/04,
9/21/04, 3/7/05, 4/18/05, and 5/16/05

04/27/2006

1056

Motion for Immediate Trial on Economic Issues

05/05/2006

1059

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Immediate Trial on Economic Issues

05/05/2006

1069

Motion for Order to Show Cause

05/08/2006

1072

Affidavit of Petitioner in Support of Her Motion for Order to Show Cause

05/08/2006

1181

Minutes Pretrial Conference

05/15/2006

1182

Minutes OSC & Oral Arg on Mot to Quash

05/15/2006

1184

Request for Audio for Valerie Connell

05/15/2006

1185

Subpoena Duces Tecum as to Deseret Mutual Benefit Administrators (by fax)

05/18/2006

1191

Subpoena Duces Tecum

05/19/2006

1192

Objection to Commissioner's Ruing from Hearing of May 15, 2006

05/31/2006

1194

Respondent's Response to Petitioner's Objection to Commissioner's Ruling From
Hearing of May 15, 2006

06/02/2006

1198

Respondent's Motion to Amend His Answer

06/05/2006

1201

Minutes Telephone Conference

06/06/2006

1202

Notice of Hearing on Objection

06/12/2006

1205

Petitioner's Opposition to Respondent's Motion to Amend His Answer

06/13/2006

1212

Minutes Oral Arg on Arrears

06/15/2006

Request for Copy of Audio Record - Picked Up by Valerie Connell

06/26/2006

1213
1214

Respondent's Objection to Petitioner's Proposed Order & Judgment for June 15,
2006 hearing Before Commissioner Patton

06/23/2006

1219

Respondent's Objection To Petitioner's Proposed Order And Judgment For June
15, 2006 Hearing Before Commissioner Patton

06/26/2006

1223

Respondent's Attachments to Objection to Petitioner's Order & Judgment for June
15 2006 Hearing Before Commissioner Patton

06/28/2006

1272

Respondent's Request to Submit Re Motion to Amend His Answer & Waiver of
Oral Argument

07/03/2006

1317

Petitioner's Response to Objection to Proposed Order and Judgment for June 15,
2006 Hearing Before Commissioner

07/10/2006

1323

Minutes Hearing on Objection

07/11/2006

1324

Petitioner's Motion to Compel Responses to Discovery

07/13/2006

Notice to Submit

07/14/2006
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quest For Audio from Hearing Dated July 11, 2006

07/17/2006

1327

quest For Audio from Hearing Dated 5/30/06

07/17/2006

rtificate Of Service Of Discovery

07/19/2006

1328

tterfrom Doug Thayer to Commissioner Thomas R. Patton

07/25/2006

1331

tice of Telephone Conference

07/25/2006

1334

der and Judgement 6/15/06

07/28/2006

1341

der and Stipulation 5/15/06

07/28/2006

1338

titioner's Motion to Continue Trial Date

07/28/2006

1343

titioner's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Continue Trial Date

07/28/2006

1440

lutes Telephone Conference

07/31/2006

1441

spondent's Memorandum in Opposition to Petitioner's Motion to Compel
;covery

08/01/2006

1444

ling

08/02/2006

1446

»tion for Order to Show Cause

08/03/2006

1449

idavit of Petitioner in Support of Motion for Order to Show Cause

08/03/2006

1452

jection to Discovery Request

08/10/2006

1454

smorandum in Reply to Respondent's Opposition to Motion to Compel
;covery

08/14/2006

1461

unsel for Respondent's Motion to Withdraw

08/17/2006

1466

spondent's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Order to Show Cause

08/17/2006

1463

imorandum of Issues to be Heard on the August 24, 2006 Hearing

08/18/2006

1484

imorandum in Reply to Respondent's Opposition to Motion for Order To Show
use

08/18/2006

1479

tice to Submit

08/21/2006

1486

lutes Pretrial Conference

08/24/2006

1488

titioner's Opposition To Counsel For Respondent's Motion To Withdraw

08/24/2006

1516

bpoena Duces Tecum

08/24/2006

1521

spondent's Position Re: Motions' Hearing Issues

08/25/2006

1522

lutes Order to Show Cause

08/28/2006

1524

lancial Affidavit (5/28/06)

08/28/2006

1533

lancial Affidavit 8/20/06

08/28/2006

1538

irtificate of Service of Discovery

08/28/2006

1539

impleted Audio Request for Valerie Connell (8/24/06 hearing)

09/11/2006

1540

ispondent's Counsel's Request to Submit for Decision Re: Motion to Withdraw

09/12/2006

1542

iling

09/26/2006

1544.

)tice of Deposition

10/02/2006

1546

pe request completed and picked up

10/02/2006

1548

)tice to Appear or Appoint Successor Counsel

10/04/2006

1550

>mpleted Tape Request for Hal Connell (8/24/06 hearing)

10/05/2006

1551

ibpoena Duces Tecum for Deposition

10/10/2006

1555

nutes Telephone Conference

10/17/2006

1557

>tice of Deposition

10/25/2006

1559
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Certificate Of Service (Delivered To Petitioner's Counsel)

10/27/2006

1561

Minutes Telephone Conference

10/27/2006

1562

Motion for Default Judgment (Expedited Hearing Requested)

11/07/2006

1564

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Default Judgment (Expedited Hearing
Requested)

11/07/2006

1712

Response to Petitioner's Motion for Default Judgment

11/13/2006

1756

Order on Hearing of August 24, 2006

11/14/2006

1760

Petitioner's Rule 26 Designation of Witnesses and Exhibits

11/14/2006

1773

Certificate of Service of Discovery

11/14/2006

1174

Minutes Oral Arguments

11/14/2006

1775

Exhibit List

11/15/2006

1777

Witness List

11/15/2006

1778

Certificate of Service of Supplemental Discovery

11/15/2006

1780

Pre-Trial Order

11/15/2006

1788

Pre-Trial Memorandum

11/15/2006

1811

Certificate of Service of Second Supplemental Discovery

11/20/2006

1813

Affidavit Of Bonnie K. Romney

11/20/2006

1816

Order on Order to Show Cause (Hearing date 8/28/06)

11/21/2006

1819

Motion To Release Guardian Ad Litem

11/21/2006

1821

Acceptance of Service of Subpoena for Trial as to Shirley Steinage)

11/21/2006

1825

Subpoena for Trial as to Kenneth Rushton

11/21/2006

1829

Acceptance of Service of Subpoena for Trial as to Randall Morgan

11/21/2006

1834

Subpoena as to Lisa Long

11/21/2006

1837

Acceptance of Service of Subpoena for Trial as to Kristin Gillespie

11/21/2006

1841

Subpoena for Trial as to Dr. C. Y. Roby

11/21/2006

1845

Subpoena for Trial as to Brenda Bruni

11/21/2006

1848

Subpoena for Trial as to Ryan Benson

11/21/2006

1852

Subpoena for Trial as to J. Michael Adams

11/21/2006

1855

Certificate Of Service Of Respondent's Third Supplemental Discovery

11/21/2006

1857

Minutes Bench Trial

11/22/2006

1860

Tape request by the petitioner

11/22/2006

1861

Receipt of Requested Audio from Hearing Dated 11/22/06

11/28/2006

1862

Receipt of Requested Audio from Hearing Dated 11/22/06 for Doug Thayer

11/28/2006

1863

Petitioner's Opposition to Dr. C.Y. Roby's Motion to Quash Subpoena for Trial and
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Contempt (Hearing Requested)

12/06/2006

1874

Motion for Contempt (Hearing Requested)

12/06/2006

1876

Respondent's Response to Petitioner's Opposition to Dr. C.Y. Roby's Motion to
Quash Subpoena for Trial

12/08/2006

1880

Notice to Submit

12/08/2006

1882

Minutes Bench Trial

12/08/2006

1884

Request for Copy of Audio Record - completed and picked up by Mr. Thayer's
office on 12/13/06

12/13/2006

1885
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lutes Incourt Note

12/19/2006

1887

lutes Bench Trial

12/20/2006

1888

hibit List

12/20/2006

1888a

quest For Audio Record 12/8/06, 12/19/06 and 12/20/06 (submitted by D.
ayer)

12/20/2006

1889

quest for Audio for 12/8/06 hearing (submitted by Card/Dodd)

01/16/2007

1890

jer Releasing Guardian Ad Litem

01/16/2007

1892

titioner's Proposed Memorandum Decision

01/31/2007

1941

thdrawal of Counsel (K. Peterson for Minor Children)

02/01/2007

1943

mpleted Request For Record of 12/8/06, 12/19/06, and 12/20/06 (submitted by
more & Spencer, picked up by Jed)

02/02/2007

1945

•tion to Extend Time to Respond to Petitioner's Proposed Decision - HAROLD
)NNELL

02/20/2007

1947

sponse to Petitioner's Proposed Decision - HAROLD CONNELL

02/23/2007

1970

ter from Mr. Thayer to Mr. Card

02/28/2007

1971

morandum In Reply To Respondent's Response To Petitioner's Proposed
cision (Sealed File)

03/12/2007

1989

tice of Change of Address

03/19/2007

1991

tice to Submit

03/21/2007

1993

idavit of Attorney Douglas B. Thayer

03/21/2007

2023

morandum Decision

05/29/2007

2087

tice Of Withdrawal Of Counsel (D Thayer For Petitioner)

07/25/2007

2089

tice of Entry of Appearance of Counsel

09/24/2007

2091

tice of Telephone Conference

03/25/2008

2094

lutes Telephone Conference

04/30/2008

2095

lended Decree of Divorce

06/24/2008

2217

lended Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

06/24/2008

2151

tice of Appeal

07/11/2008

urt Of Appeals letter dated 7/25/09 to Counsel - case #20080619

07/28/2008

2219
2220

rtificate of Transcript Request

07/31/2008

2226

tice of Withdrawal of Counsel

08/11/2008

2228

tice to Appear or To Appoint Counsel

08/14/2008

2230

ter from Court of Appeals dated 2-9-09

02/13/2009

2231

.arge Manilla Envelope containing Exhibits from 12/19/08 & 12/20/08

12/20/2008

2232

srk's Certificate

03/30/2009

2233

jgment Roll & Index

03/30/2009

2243

ter from Smith Hartvigsen to Paul Vance dated 7/25/08 -request for transcripts
5/7/02, 6/14/04, 6/24/04, 9/21/04, 12/3/04, 3/7/05, 4/18/05, 5/16/05, 10/4/05,
5/06, 6/15/06, 7/11/06, 8/24/06, 8/28/06, 11/14/06, 11/22/06, 12/8/06 etc

07/28/2008

2245

tter from Depomax Merit to Clerk Of Court dated 8/26/08 - order to transcribe
)ceedings 5/7/02, 6/14/04, 6/24/04, 9/21/04, 12/2/04, 3/7/05, 4/18/05, 5/16/05,
7/05, 5/15/06, 6/15/06, 7/11/06, 8/24/06, 8/28/06, 11/14/06, 11/22/06, etc

08/29/2008

2246

iginal Transcript of 5/7/02 Order To Show Cause; transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2247
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Original Transcript of 6/14/04 Oral Arguments; transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2248

Original Transcript of 6/24/04 Pretrial Conference, transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2249

Original Transcript of 9/21/04 Order To Show Cause; transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2250

Original Transcript of 12/2/04 Report Of Guardian Ad Litem On Supervised
Visitation; transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2251

Original Transcript of 3/7/05 Oral Arguments; transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2252

Original Transcript of 4/18/05 Order To Show Cause; transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2253

Original Transcript of 5/16/05 Order To Show Cause; transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2254

Original Transcript of 10/7/05 Order To Show Cause; transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2255

Original Transcript of 5/15/06 Order To Show Cause; transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2256

Original Transcript of 6/15/06 Oral Arguments on Arrearages; transcribed by

04/23/2009

2257

Original Transcript of 7/11/06 Hearing On Objection; transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2258

Original Transcript of 8/24/06 Pretrial Conference; transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2259

Original Transcript of 8/28/06 Order To Show Cause; transcribed by DepoMax
Original Transcript of 11/14/06 Oral Arguments; transcribed by DepoMax

04/23/2009

2260

04/23/2009

2261

11/22/06 Bench Trial (Volume One of Four); transcribed by

04/23/2009

2262

12/8/06 Bench Trial (Volume Two of Four); transcribed by

04/23/2009

2263

12/19/06 Bench Trial (Volume Three of Four); transcribed by

04/23/2009

2264

12/20/06 Bench Trial (Volume Four of Four); transcribed by

04/23/2009

2265

DepoMax

Original Transcript of
DepoMax
Original Transcript of
DepoMax
Original Transcript of
DepoMax
Onginal Transcript of
DepoMax
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